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ACT_ ORBIT & ATTITUDE CONTROL OPERATIONS
Procedures
Contained in S/C Operating Instruction SOI-ACTS-A-01, Attitude
Control Operations.
ACTS S/C Analyst generates maneuver schedules and maneuver
parameters.
ASOC off-llne computer supports all operations.
Stationkeeping
Ranging
Momentum Unloading
Yaw Control
S/C Offset Pointing
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3tationkeepinq
Goal is to do N/S maneuver on weekends for minimum experi-
ment impact but E/W maneuver may be necessary during week.
Notify experimenters of possible pointing degradation due to
attitude disturbances during maneuver.
North/South
Maintains inclination within +/-0.05 ° box.
Expect 3 to 4 week intervals with 0.01 ° margin.
Execute near ascending node per orbit determination
for minimum fuel usage.
Plan primary and alternate day (Sat & Sun).
Maneuver duration expected to be < 2 hours.
N/S Coupllng to E/W
E/W drift correction (if necessary) at least two days after
N/S.
East/West
Drift correction maintains longitude within +/-0.05 ° box.
Expected at II to 14 day intervals for 0.01 a margin.
Execution time (--apogee/perigee) depends on eccentricity.
Maneuver duration expected < I/2 hour (small disturbance).
Eccentricity Control
Second half of E/W, 12 hours later (apogee/perigee)
if required.
2a Oa 
Done before and after maneuvers for orbit determination.
Done hourly from 5-15 minutes past hour over 24-48 hours.
Transparent to experiment operations.
23g
Typical Stat_onkeeDinq Timeline (ASOC activities)
M- 21 days Distribute schedule with approx. S/K times
M- 3 days
M- i day
M- 1 hr
Activate Ranging to update ephemeris
S/CAnalyst generates final N/S maneuver
parameters based on most.reGent OD
Turn-on RMAs to warm up
Enable thrusters to warm up cat bed heaters
Upload parameters to ASP 1
Enable S/KAPEMAC
Request NGS load CRG for abort cmds
M- 5 mln Activate Gyro Bias Estimator
M- 0 Activate maneuver (--1/2 hr before asc. node)
N/S Coarse Mode
Send maneuver run cmds to reset backup timer
M+ 1 hr
M+ 90 rain
M+ 2 hrs
M+ 2 days
Switch to N/S Fine Mode to reduce disturbances
Terminate maneuver
Disable thrusters and RMAs
Activate Ranging to confirm maneuver performance
S/C Analyst determines day/time for next E/W
maneuver and generates final maneuver parameters
based on orbit determination
E/W maneuver and subsequent stationkeeping operations over life
of mission follow similar two day timeline.
Optimization of maneuvers and evaluation of orbit and attitude
disturbances expected to improve as S/C Analyst gains familiarity
with S/C characteristics.
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Momentum Unloading
Required every 5-7 days to control MWA speed.
Expected Wednesday night and/or weekends to maintain margin on
wheel speed. Can be combined with stationkeeping.
APEMAC enabled/disabled by command.
Manual mode is backup.
Expected to be transparent to experiments due to small thruster
pulses.
yaw cont_oA
Ephemeris upload required at least weekly to ASP RAM.
Planned for Sunday (after S/K).
Transparent to experiment but prudent to avoid LET-MSM
configuration periods or BFN/MSM initialization.
S/CAnalyst generates ephemeris in ASOC Off-line computer with
output reformatted for hex commands.
S/CAnalyst checks coefficients for continuity.
Operator uploads files to ASP 1 (approx. 1 hr) before first new
window.
ASP upload verified by dump of ASP 1 before first new window.
Modifications to Estimator Table handled same way if required
based on On-orbit Checkout evaluation.
S/C Pointing (for MBA optimization and characterization)
Commands provide static pitch or roll offset to Autotrack or ESA
by biasing the zero attitude reference in 0.005 ° steps.
Pitch offset (ATR/ESA bias) commands sent at approx, one minute
intervals for immediate stable offset.
Roll offset requires MTA or MWA pivot and ATR/ESA bias and will
cause nutation. MBA requirements needed to define details.
Variable offsets can be loaded into 24 hour ASP table with six
minute intervals.
Temporary pitch/roll offset may require yaw ephemeris correction
for one or both windows.
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print: all notebookRUNNING
From: OPEX@ESTEC
TO : FUBDPTI @ ITCASPUR,
JBELSHAW@ESTEC
Subject: NO SUBJECT
Date: Thu, i0 16 11:46 EDT
comment: Converted PROFS message
VI"gM 1 ........................ RUNN [NG
.--- oe1_,_ R, lqq2
I
VTVMiRcsent-
From: OPEX Coordinator (XEP)
Original Message ......
To: BARBESSE--ESTEC JBELSHAW--ESTEC
OPEX --ESTEC
FROM: M I;0MBARDO - OLYMPUS MOM / F D'AMORE - OLYMPUS OOM
TO : J BELSHAW, B ARBESSER-RASTBURG, XEP ESTEC(OPEX) _ C__c
INFO: ___h_
OPt; OL_S __ _ PO_G FIT ___CSUBJECT:
ORBITAL PARAMETERS
"'oRBI_r_ ELEHENTS _ PEPSOC SY_
SEM_ MAJOR AXlS (KM) =
ECCENTRICITY =
DECLINATION (DEG) =
• _CENDING NODE (DEG) =
ARG. OF PERIGEE (DEG) =
TRUE ANOMALY (DEG) ffi
STATE VECTOR IN PEPSOC SYSTEM
X - COMPONENT (KM) =
y - COMPONENT (m_) =
i z - COMpo_mNT(m_) =
x - COMPONENT (KMISEC) =
Y - COMPONENT (KMISEC) =
Z - COMPO_ (_ISEC) =
SU_SATELLITE POINT
LONGITUDE (EAST, DEG) =
LATITUDE (NORTH, DEG) =
EPOCH (UT) = 1992/10/15 AT
42165.401077
.000214
.451978
84.056627
54.240946
226.471957
42024.301143
3506.614390
-326.869435
-.256068
3.063475
.004512
0: 0:0
A_TENNA POINTING DATA
START DATE (=REF. TIME)
EN D DATE
1992/10/15 AT 0
1992110120 AT 23
STATION
RAZ
LESSIVE
LOUVAIN
CONSTANT LINEAR SINUS COSINUS
AZ 223.1934 -.0078 .0704 -.2430
EL 26.39_8 .oo38 .o-,4o -.43Sl
Az 2_o.3816 -.oo85 .o575 -.167o
EL 28.osoo .oo2_ .o83__-.4652
^z _oo.,,82_-.oo_s .o562 -.16oo
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